With millions of apps available to users, the mobile app market is rapidly becoming very crowded. Given the intense competition, the time to market is a critical factor for the success and profitability of an app. In order to shorten the development cycle, developers often focus their efforts on the unique features and workflows of their apps and rely on third-party Open Source Software (OSS) for the common features. Unfortunately, despite their benefits, careless use of OSS can introduce significant legal and security risks, which if ignored can not only jeopardize security and privacy of end users, but can also cause app developers high financial loss. However, tracking OSS components, their versions, and interdependencies can be very tedious and error-prone, particularly if an OSS is imported with little to no knowledge of its provenance.
INTRODUCTION
The mobile app market is rapidly becoming crowded. According to AppBrain, there are 2.6 million apps on Google Play Store alone [5] . To stand out in such a crowded field, developers build unique features and functions for their apps, but more importantly, they try to bring their apps to the market as fast as possible for the firstmover advantage and the subsequent network effect. A common development practice is to use open-source software (OSS) for the necessary but "common" components so that developers can focus on the unique features and workflows. With the emergence of public source code hosting services such as GitHub [34] and Bitbucket [6] , using OSS for faster app development has never been easier. As of October 2016, GitHub [34] reported hosting over 46 million source repositories (repos), making it the largest source hosting service in the world.
Despite their benefits, OSS must be used with care. Based on our study, two common issues that arise from the careless use of OSS are software license violations and security risks.
License violations. The use of OSS code in apps can lead to complex license compliance issues. OSS are released under a variety of licenses, ranging from the highly permissive BSD and MIT licenses to the highly restrictive ones: General Public License (GPL), and Affero General Public License (AGPL). Use of OSS implicitly bounds the developer to the associated licensing terms, which are protected under the copyright laws. Consequently, failure to comply with those terms could have legal ramifications. For example, Cisco and VMWare were involved in legal disputes for failing to comply with the licensing terms of Linux kernel [69, 85] .
Security risks. OSS may also contain exploitable vulnerabilities. For instance, recently reported vulnerabilities in Facebook and Dropbox SDKs [2, 53] could be exploited to hijack users' Facebook accounts and link their devices to attacker-controlled Dropbox accounts, respectively. Vulnerabilities found in OSS are typically patched in subsequent releases while apps using old, unpatched versions can put end users' security and privacy in jeopardy.
To obviate such issues, app developers must diligently manage all OSS components in their apps. In particular, developers not only need to track all OSS components being used and regularly update them with security fixes, but also comply with the license policies and best practices in all OSS components and follow license changes across versions.
However, manually managing multiple OSS components, their versions, and interdependencies can quickly become very tedious and error-prone, particularly if an OSS is imported with little to no knowledge of its provenance. Moreover, license engineering and compliance require both legal as well as technical expertise, which given the diversity of software licenses, can prove costly and time-consuming. Consequently, while some developers may ignore the need for managing OSS to avoid additional overheads, others may fail to correctly manage them due to ignorance or lack of tools and expertise, thereby inadvertently introducing security risks and license violations.
We have developed OSSPolice, a scalable and fully-automated tool to quickly analyze app binaries to identify potential software license violations and usage of known vulnerable OSS versions. OSSPolice uses software similarity comparison to detect OSS reuse in app binaries. Specifically, it extracts inherent characteristic features (a.k.a. software birthmarks [37] ) from the target app binary and efficiently compares them against a database of features extracted from hundreds of thousands of OSS sources in order to accurately detect OSS versions being used. In the event that the correct version is missing from our database, or if two versions have no distinct features, in line with our findings, the closest version of OSS is detected.
Based on the detected usage of OSS versions, the ones containing known software security vulnerabilities or under restrictive free software licensing terms are reported. OSSPolice polls the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database to track OSS versions affected with security vulnerabilities. We also include vulnerabilities found by Google's App Security Improvement program (ASIP) [41] . In this work, we only track OSS usage under GPL and AGPL licenses due to their wide usage and highly restrictive terms (e.g. require derivatives works to open-source) and flag detected cases as potential violations if app sources are not found. It is worth noting that OSSPolice focuses solely on the technical aspects of license compliance, not the legal issues. Although OSSPolice does perform extra validation before reporting an app, such as checking whether its source code is publicly available on the developer website or popular code hosting webservices (e.g., GitHub), raising legal claims is not a goal of OSSPolice.
The current prototype of OSSPolice has been designed to work with Android apps due to its popularity and market dominance. Nevertheless, the techniques used can also easily be applied to iOS, Windows, and Linux apps. OSSPolice can analyze both types of Android binaries: C/C++ native libraries and Java Dalvik executables (dex).
A number of code reuse detection approaches have been proposed, but each presents its own set of limitations when applied to our problem setting. For instance, whereas some assume availability of app source code [8, 9, 45, 49, 51] , others either support only a subset of languages (C [39] , Java [7, 10, 82] ) or use computationally expensive birthmark features to address software theft [23, 59, 65, 66, 90, 91] , known bugs [28, 30] and malware detection [25, 93, 96] . In contrast, the goal of OSSPolice is not to detect deliberate repackaging, software theft, or malware; rather it is a tool for developers to quickly identify inadvertent license violations and vulnerable OSS usage in their apps. To this end, we assume that app binaries have not been tampered with in any specific way to evade OSS reuse detection. Based on this assumption, we trade accuracy in the face of code transformations to gain performance and scalability in the design space. We use syntactical features, such as string literals and exported functions when matching native libraries against OSS sources. This is because these features are easy to extract and preserved even across stripped libraries. However, since Java code in Android apps is commonly obfuscated with identifier renaming, OSSPolice has been designed to be resilient to such simple code transformations. To match dex files against Java OSS, we rely on string constants and proven obfuscation-resilient features, such as normalized classes [7] and function centroids [22] as features.
OSSPolice maintains an indexing database of features extracted from OSS sources for efficient lookup during software similarity detection. One approach to build such a database, as adopted by BAT [39] , is to create a direct (inverted) mapping of features to the target OSS. However, this approach fails to consider large code duplication across OSS sources [62] and, hence, suffers from low detection accuracy and poor scalability ( §3.4.1). Indexing multiple versions of OSS further adds to the problem. OSSPolice, therefore, uses a novel hierarchical indexing scheme that taps into the structured layout (i.e., a tree of files and directories) of OSS sources to apply multiple heuristics for improving both, the scalability and the detection accuracy of the system ( §3.4.3).
Our experiments show that OSSPolice is capable of efficiently searching through hundreds of thousands of source repos (billions of lines of code). We evaluated the accuracy of OSSPolice using open-source Android apps on FDroid [29] with manually labeled ground truth. OSSPolice achieves a recall of 82% and a precision of 87% when detecting C/C++ OSS usage and a recall of 89% and a precision of 92% when detecting Java OSS usage, which outperforms both BAT [39] and LibScout [7] . For version pinpointing, OSSPolice is capable of detecting 65% more OSS versions than LibScout [7] .
In summary, we contribute as follows:
• We identify the challenges in accurately comparing an app binary against hundreds of thousands of OSS source code repos and propose a novel hierarchical indexing scheme to achieve both the accuracy and scalability goals.
• We present the design and implementation of OSSPolice, a scalable and fully-automated system for OSS presence detection in Android apps, and further use the presence information to identify potential license violations and usage of vulnerable OSS versions in Android apps.
• We apply OSSPolice to analyze over 1.6 million free Android apps from Google Play Store and compare their similarity 2 Session J3: Problematic Patches CCS'17, October 30-November 3, 2017, Dallas, TX, USA to 60K C/C++ and 77K Java OSS versions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first large-scale study to do so. We present our findings, highlighting over 40K cases of potential GPL/AGPL violations and over 100K apps using vulnerable OSS versions ( §6).
• We conduct further analysis on the detected results and find that developers violate GPL/AGPL licensing terms due to lack of choice, and use vulnerable OSS versions despite efforts from companies like Google to improve app security.
RELATED WORK
Previous efforts related to OSSPolice can be categorized into the two lines of work.
Software similarity detection. Software similarity detection techniques compare one software to another to measure their similarity. Various such techniques have been studied and applied in across domains. However, none of those are suitable for our problem setting, i.e. comparing Java dex files as well as fused C/C++ libraries in Android apps against hundreds of thousands of source code repos §3.4.1.
Code clone detection. One such technique is code clone detection that identifies the reuse of code fragments across source repos. It was historically used to improve software maintainability [8, 9, 11, 27, [47] [48] [49] 52 ], but has also been studied to detect software theft (or plagiarism) [1, 59, 65, 66, 74] and cloned bugs [32, 45, 57] . These methods assume the availability of app source code. OSSPolice, on the other hand, detects OSS code reuse in app binaries since their sources may not be available.
Java/Dalvik bytecode clone detection. Some works have studied similarity detection in Java bytecode code. Baker and Manber [10] Tamada et al. [82] proposed birthmarking to detect software theft.
Techniques to detect app cloning have also been studied to identify malicious and pirated apps. They computed similarity between apps using code-based similarity techniques [22, 38, 96] or by extracting semantic features from program dependency graphs [25, 26] . Other approaches have also studied third-party library detection on Android, ranging from naïve package name based [16, 36] whitelisting, to code clustering [26, 56, 61, 88] and machine learning [67] based approaches. In particular, WuKong [88] automatically identify third-party library uses with no prior knowledge with code clustering techniques, LibRadar [61] extended it by generating a unique profile for each cluster identified, and LibD [56] further adopted feature hashing algorithm to achieve scalability. However, these approaches are either not scalable or rely on the assumption that the third-party code is used by many apps without modification, which might not always hold true [79] .
In contrast, LibScout [7] considered unused code removal and proposed a different feature: normalized class, as a summary of actual class to detect third-party libraries with obfuscation resiliency. However, LibScout [7] doesn't scale to a large number of OSS, because they iterate over all the third-party libraries to find matches for candidate apps.
Binary clone detection. Various approaches have been proposed to measure the similarity of two binaries [28, 30, 33, 60, 73, 90, 98] .
OSSPolice, however, does not assume that the OSS binaries can be built from sources or obtained.
There are also approaches proposed to detect OSS code reuse in binaries [39, 50] . [50] computes signatures of functions present in both source and binary using the size of arguments and local variables, then employs k-gram method to perform similarity analysis. Similarly, Binary Analysis Tool (BAT) [39] extracts strings in binary files and compares them with information extracted from OSS source repos to perform similarity measurement analysis. However, both of them have not been designed to scale to the amount of repos OSSPolice faces. Moreover, they suffer from low detection accuracy due to inability to handle internal code cloning across OSS sources §3.4.1.
Commercial services. A number of commercial services, such as Black Duck Software's Protex [15] , OpenLogic [72] , Protecode [81] , and Antelink [3] are also available that assist enterprises in managing OSS license compliance and identifying security risks. However, they scan source code to detect OSS code clones by comparing against their own database of OSS sources.
Third-party component security. [68] presented a threat scenario that target WebView apps and [63] further found that 28% of apps that uses embedded web browsers have at least one vulnerability, either due to use of insecure code or careless mistakes. [21, 89, 97] vetted the assumptions and implementations for authentication protocols in third-party SDKs and found that three popular SDKs are vulnerable. They further verified that many apps that relies on these SDKs are vulnerable too.
While similar in the final goal, these works actively test whether an app violates the specified protocols/procedures while OSSPolice only passively test whether an app is vulnerable by inferring from the presence of vulnerable versions of OSS components. [13] is also a passive approach, however, given a specific vulnerable version of OSS component, it uses dynamic driving to trigger the buggy code while OSSPolice is purely static.
Given the wide spread of vulnerable third-party components in mobile apps, researchers have also proposed various mechanisms to isolate untrusted third-party code from the code originated from app developers. [80] isolated components in native code; [76, 94] isolated operation of ad libraries from the rest of the app; [71, 92] provided ways to achieve access control on untrusted code. These works are orthogonal to OSSPolice and can be used as remedy actions for vulnerable OSS components that cannot be easily fixed by updating to the latest version.
DESIGN

Goals and Assumptions
We envision OSSPolice as a webservice (or a standalone tool) for mobile app developers that quickly compares their apps against a database of hundreds of thousands of OSS sources in view of identifying free software license violations as well as known vulnerable OSS being used.
Nonetheless, detection of software license violation entails both legal and technical aspects. OSSPolice, focuses solely on the latter; Languages Features [39] , LibScout (LS) [7] , and Centroid (C) [22] its goal is to only collect statistical evidence suggesting a license violation, not draw any legal conclusions. Similarly, OSSPolice is not a system to discover new or existing security vulnerabilities. Its goal is to only highlight the reuse of known vulnerable OSS versions in apps, not to find or provide a concrete proof for vulnerabilities. We provide detailed reasoning for these design choices in §7.
OSSPolice assumes that the violations have been caused inadvertently and do not constitute of deliberate software theft or piracy. Therefore, it assumes that app binaries have not been tampered with to defeat code reuse detection.
To this end, we set the following specific goals:
• Accurate detection of OSS versions being used in app binaries, • Collection of evidence suggesting license violations and presence of known vulnerable OSS versions, • Efficient use of hardware resources, and • Scalability to search against hundreds of thousands of OSS sources (billions of lines of code).
Apps vs OSS
Android apps mainly contain two kinds of binaries: dalvik executable (dex) files and native libraries. OSSPolice separately analyzes each binary type in an Android app and compares it against OSS sources to detect specific versions being used.
Native Libraries. Native libraries are built directly for machine architecture, such as ARM and x86 from C/C++ sources and loaded on demand at runtime. App developers use native libraries in Android apps for various reasons, such as code reuse, better performance, or cross-platform development. One way to detect OSS reuse in an app native library is to first build a native library from subject OSS sources, which can then be compared with the target app library leveraging existing binary similarity measurement techniques [23, 73, 98] . However, this approach suffers from the following limitations. First, it implies automating the build of OSS sources in order to be scalable, which is nontrivial if not impossible. OSS written in low-level languages, such as C/C++ demand specialized build environment, including all dependencies, build tools, and target-specific configuration. For example, native libraries present in Android apps must be built using Android Native Development Kit (NDK) toolchain. Consequently, automatically building a binary from C/C++ OSS sources is not a one-step procedure; instead one must follow complex build instructions to create the required build environment. However, such specific build instructions may not be available from the OSS developer as a part of the sources. Second, even if we are able to successfully build OSS sources, the generated OSS library may differ significantly from the target app library because of different compilation flags (e.g., optimizations) or mismatching system configuration. For instance, system configuration headers created during compilation time that capture the type (e.g., architecture data types, etc.) of the host system would be different on disparate systems. To avoid such pitfalls, we directly compare app native libraries to OSS sources. Java Dex Files. Compared to native libraries, Android dex files are built from Java sources and executed under a sandboxed Java Virtual Machine runtime. Being amenable to reverse engineering, dex files are commonly obfuscated to hide proprietary details. In fact, the official Android development IDE, Android Studio [35] is shipped with a built-in obfuscation tool, called ProGuard [54] , that removes unused code and renames classes, including any fields and functions with semantically obscure names to hide proprietary implementation details. For example, package name com.google.android is renamed to a.g.c. OSSPolice is designed to be resilient against common obfuscation techniques, such as identifier renaming and control-flow randomization for analyzing Java dex binaries. Although app developers can also adopt advanced code obfuscation methods, such as string or class encryption and reflection-based API hiding, we found such cases to be rare in our dataset, possibly because such mechanisms incur high runtime overhead.
Feature Selection
OSSPolice employs software similarity comparison to detect OSS reuse. Specifically, when analyzing mobile app binaries, OSSPolice uses software birthmarks [37] to compare their similarity to OSS sources to accurately detect usage of OSS versions. A software birthmark is a set of inherent features of a software that can be used to identify it. In other words, if software X and Y have the same or statistically similar birthmarks, then they, with high probability, are copies of each other.
Selecting birthmarks (a.k.a. features) entails balancing performance, scalability, and accuracy of software similarity detection; depending upon the design goals, appropriate trade offs can be made. For example, syntactic features, such as string literals are easy to extract and are preserved in the binary, but can also be obfuscated (e.g., string encryption) to defeat detection. Simple syntactic features are not reliable when applied to the problem of malware clone detection and app repackaging detection. Past works targeting such adversarial problems have, therefore, often employed program dependency graph or dynamic analysis to defeat advanced evasion techniques [17, 46, 90, 93, 95] . However, such semantic features are not only difficult to extract correctly, but also consume overwhelmingly high amount of CPU and memory resources, limiting system scalability.
OSSPolice is neither a tool to find malware in apps nor does it aim to detect deliberate software theft or piracy. We, therefore, trade accuracy against code transformations to gain performance and scalability in the design space. In particular, we assume that app binaries have not been tampered with to evade OSS detection and rely on simple syntactical features, such as string literals and functions for the purposes of comparing Android native binaries against C/C++ OSS sources. Table 1 shows the list of all features used by OSSPolice. The reasons for selecting them are many-fold. Besides being easy to extract, we found these features to be stable against code refactoring, precise enough to distinguish between different OSS versions, and preserved (ASCII readable) even across stripped libraries. During our analysis of 1.6 million free Google Play Store Android apps, consisting of 271K native ARM libraries (98.9% stripped) and we found that 85% of native libraries have more than 50 features (strings and functions) preserved. We further found that for most native libraries, the number of functions increases linearly as the library size grows, which indicates that most of the apps do not strip or hide functions in native libraries. In fact, there are only 11.6% libraries that are larger than 40KB in size, but have less than 50 visible functions. Finally, these features have been widely used and proven effective in various binary clone detection schemes [39, 50] .
Similar syntactical features are used by OSSPolice to match app dex files against Java OSS sources, namely string constants and class signatures. However, to be resilient against common obfuscation techniques, such as identifier renaming, we normalize classes before producing their signatures in a way that they lose all user-defined (custom) details, but retain their interactions with the common framework API. Normalized classes have been proven to survive ProGuard obfuscation process [7] . The signatures are derived in two steps. First, all functions in a class are normalized by removing everything except their argument list and return types and further replacing non-framework types with a placeholder. Next, the resulting normalized functions are sorted and hashed to get their class signature. However, our analysis revealed that while string constants and normalized class signatures can detect OSS reuse in Java dex files, they are too weak to accurately detect Java OSS versions. Thus, we also use function centroids [22] for additional entropy. Centroid of a function is generated through a deterministic traversal of its intra-procedural graph. It captures the control flow characteristics of a function and generates its signature as a three dimensional data point, representing basic block index, outgoing degree, and loop depth. Computing and comparing function centroids are, however, computationally expensive tasks. Therefore, we defer them until the later phase of similarity detection and use only to pinpoint OSS versions ( §4).
To determine how unique these features are across OSS versions, we also analyzed cross-version uniqueness of these features for OSS collected by OSSCollector in §4, which contains 3K C++ and 5K Java software, totaling to 60K C/C++ and 77K Java versions, respectively. We find that 83% of C/C++ and 41% of Java OSS versions can be uniquely identified using the aforementioned features.
Similarly Detection
Given sets of features from app binaries (denoted by BI N ) and OSS sources (denoted by OSS), a typical software similarity detection scheme is to compare the two feature sets and compute a ratiobased (
) similarity score to detect OSS usage. However, designing a large-scale similarity measurement system to accurately detect OSS reuse in app binaries presents its own set of challenges.
Challenges.
Here we first identify all the challenges we faced and follow up with the mechanisms we introduced for addressing them.
Internal code clones. A known advantage of using OSS is code reuse. OSS developers frequently reuse third-party OSS sources to leverage existing functionality. Reused code is often cloned and maintained internally, as a part of the OSS development sources (e.g., to allow easy customizations, to ensure compatibility, etc.). We refer to such nested third-party OSS clones as internal code clones. Internal code cloning results in high code duplication across OSS sources [62] . Therefore, a naïve database of OSS sources for similarity search will not only impose high hardware requirements, thereby hurting the system scalability, but also cause OSSPolice to report false positive matches against the internal third-party code clones. To understand why, let us look at source layouts of two popular C/C++ OSS sources, namely MuPDF and OpenCV as depicted in Figure 1 . Both the repos contain code clones of LibPNG as a part of their source trees. Consequently, when trying to match features from LibPNG binary against LibPNG,MuPDF,OpenCV sources, all three of them will be reported as matches, although LibPNG is the only true positive match. Such false positives can result into incorrect license violations if the true and the reported matched repos are under different software licenses.
Partial OSS Builds. App developers may also choose to include only partial functionality from an OSS. For example, sources that are specific to one machine architecture (e.g., say x86) will not be compiled into a binary targeted for a different architecture (e.g., arm). Many C/C++ OSS sources provide configure options to selectively enable/disable architecture-specific functionality. Similarly, some OSS sources may also contain source files and directories that are not compiled into the target binary, such as examples and testsuite. While such unused sources could potentially be identified by analyzing build scripts (e.g., gradle, Makefile, etc.), there exists a number of build automation tools that will have to be supported by OSSPolice in order to correctly parse the build scripts and filter out unused parts; yet, the process may remain error-prone. Moreover, commonly used app shrinking tools, such as ProGuard analyze Java dex bytecode and remove unused classes, fields, and methods. While the binary remains functionally equivalent in such cases, number of features preserved from source to binary may, however, decrease significantly. We call these binaries partially built binaries. When comparing features from such a binary (BI N ) with features (OSS) from the corresponding OSS sources, the matching ratio (
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Fused app binaries. During the app build process, multiple binaries from disparate OSS sources could be tightly coupled together to generate a single app binary. For example, all Java class files in Android app, including any imported OSS jars are compiled into a single dex bytecode file (classes.dex). Similarly, multiple native libraries built from various C/C++ OSS sources, could be statically linked into a single shared library, thus blurring the boundaries between them. In such multi-binary files, features across multiple OSS components are effectively fused into a superset. We refer to them as fused binaries. As such, in the example depicted by Figure 1 , MuPDF binary will also contain features from LibJPEG. As a result, when matching fused feature set (BI N ) against a set of features (OSS) from a single OSS, the matching ratio (
) will be arbitrarily low even though BI N includes all the elements of OSS. In fact, the more number of disparate binaries are fused together, the lower is the matching score, resulting into false negatives.
Mechanisms.
For efficient and scalable lookup during similarity comparison, OSSPolice maintains an indexing database of features extracted from OSS sources. An intuitive approach to indexing OSS sources is to consider each OSS as a document and its features as words, and create a direct (inverted) mapping of features to the target OSS (document). Figure 2a depicts the layout of such an indexing database. BAT [39] uses a similar scheme to maintain a database of features (string literals) extracted from OSS sources. However, this approach assumes that each OSS (document) is unique, and fails to consider large code duplication across OSS sources due to internal code cloning ( §3.4.1). Consequently, such a naïve indexing scheme not only causes high false positives matches against internally cloned third-party OSS sources, but also imposes high storage requirements and does not scale as number of OSS to be indexed grows. Indexing multiple versions of OSS to enable version pinpointing further adds to the problem of code duplication.
We address the aforementioned challenges by tapping into the structurally rich tree-like layout of OSS sources. We will use the OSS source repo layouts in Figure 1 throughout this section for illustration purposes. The key observation that we make is that OSS developers typically follow the best practices of software development to improve collaboration and allow faster development. Hence, OSS sources are well organized in a modular and hierarchical fashion for easy maintainability. For instance, source files (e.g., a C/C++ or Java class file) typically encapsulates related functions. Directory (dir) nodes at each level of the source tree cluster all related child files and dirs together. Referring to our example layout in Figure 1 , we can see that src and source dirs in OpenCV and MuPDF, respectively group all related source files and dirs under them. Similarly, internal code clones of third-party OSS (e.g., LibPNG and LibJPEG) are maintained in separate dirs (thirdparty and 3rdparty, respectively). We utilize this property to perform ratio-based feature matching against each file or dir node (i.e.,
) along the OSS source tree hierarchy as opposed to matching against the entire OSS repo (i.e.,
), which may result in low accuracy in case of partial OSS reuse ( §3.4.1). Specifically, if the ratio-based feature matching reports a high score against a node n (e.g., LibPNG) at a particular level l in the OSS source tree hierarchy, but reports a low aggregated score when matched against one of n's parent nodes p (e.g., OpenCV) at level > l, then we only report a match against node n (i.e., LibPNG), but not against the parent p (i.e., OpenCV) or any siblings at the same level. In this example, the matched OSS path reported by OSSPolice would be OpenCV/LibPNG.
To detect internal clones and filter out spurious matches against them, we apply multiple additional heuristics that leverage the modularized layout of OSS sources. During indexing we visit each dir node n in OSS sources and check for the presence of common software development files, such as LICENSE or COPYING (OSS licensing terms), CREDITS (acknowledgements), and CHANGELOG (software change history). These files are typically placed in the top-level source dir of OSS project repos. C/C++ OSS sources also typically host build automation scripts (e.g., configure and autogen in toplevel source dirs. As such, cloned third-party OSS sources are likely to retain these files, which can be used to identify internal OSS clones. However, since some OSS sources may not be well organized, we further leverage the large code duplication across OSS sources resulting from OSS reuse to identify such internal clones. The observation we make is that due to OSS reuse, dir nodes (n) of commonly reused OSS sources will have multiple parents p in our database in contrast to unique OSS source dirs (e.g., MuPDF/source/pdf). This helps us identify all popular OSS clones in our database. All identified clones are further annotated so that they can be filtered out during matching phase in order to minimize false positives (see matching rules in §3.4.4).
Hierarchical Indexing.
We devise a novel hierarchical indexing scheme that retains the structured hierarchical layout of OSS sources (depicted in Algorithm 1). Specifically, instead of creating a direct mapping of features to the target OSS (i.e. the top-level dir in the OSS source tree), we map features to their immediate parent nodes (i.e., files and middle-level dirs). Figure 2 shows the layout of our indexing database constructed from OSS sources in Figure 1 . We use this figure to walk through the steps to index an OSS. We populate an OSS in our indexing database, by separately processing each node (feature, file, or dir) in its source tree in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the leaf nodes that represent features (e.g., strings, functions, etc.). In order to retain the structured layout of OSS sources, we treat identifiers of parent nodes (i.e., files and dirs) as features, which are further indexed for efficient lookup. We refer to them as hierarchical features. At each level l of OSS source hierarchy, for a given node n, we create two types of mappings for each feature f under it: inverted mapping of f to n (immediate parent at level l) and straight mapping of n to f . Given a feature, the first mapping allows us to quickly find its matching parents, whereas we use the latter to perform ratio-based similarity detection. Our hierarchical indexing scheme efficiently captures uniqueness of features at each level of hierarchy. For example, after indexing we can know that features in LibPNG are contained in source dir LibPNG, which in turn is contained in multiple nodes, such as 3rdparty in OpenCV and thirdparty in MuPDF.
We take advantage of internal OSS clones, to perform code deduplication for efficient use of hardware resources during indexing. for
UpdateVersionDB( f eatures,repoIn f o) 13: child ← f ile 14: while child repoRoot do 15: parent ← parento f (child )
21:
IndexDir(repoRoot,dir 2Children,path2Id ) 
continue 34: if ∀n ′ ∈ parents ′ : H (n,n ′ ) ≥ D then 35: AddMappingToDB( f ,n) 36: AddMappingToDB(n, f )
To do so, we assign content-based identifiers to all the nodes in the source tree. We use 128-bit md5 hash to generate such identifiers for features (leaf) nodes and use Simhash [19] algorithm to assign identifiers of parent (non-leaf) nodes, derived from the identifiers of all features (leaf nodes) under them. Simhash is a Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) algorithm that takes a high dimensional feature set and maps them to a fixed size hash. Hamming distance between hash values reveals cosine similarity between the original feature set. Since the Hamming distance between different identifiers reflects their similarity, before inserting a new mapping from feature f to parent n, we lookup whether f is already mapped to a similar parent node n ′ with Hamming distance less than a particular threshold D (i.e. H (n,n ′ ) < D). If such a parent node n ′ already exists, then we simply skip populating our indexing table with mappings for n ′ . Note that if n happens to be a large middle-level dir node, containing several source files and dirs within it (e.g., thirdparty/LibPNG) and is similar to an existing node (i.e., 3rdparty/LibPNG in our database, then our content-based deduplication design achieves significant storage savings. Additionally, some features can be very popular. For instance, commonly occurring function names, such as main or test. Such features do not contribute to the uniqueness of an OSS. Worse yet, their long list of parent mappings (f to n) wastes storage space and increases search time. Therefore, we put a threshold on the maximum number of parent nodes for each child node (T N p ).
Additionally, to enable accurate version pinpointing, we track unique features across OSS versions for each OSS in the indexing phase. This is separately maintained using two lists (List over all contains all features ever appeared in an OSS and List unique records unique features in each version) because with the benefit of deduplication based on similarity in the indexing phase, we also lose track of the uniqueness among similar nodes.
Hierarchical Matching.
Our matching algorithm (depicted in Algorithm 2) leverages the OSS layout information preserved in indexing table for improving the accuracy of ratio-based similarity detection and filtering out duplicate OSS sources. In order to do so, we use a TF-IDF metric that assigns a higher score to the unique part of each parent node (files and dirs) and penalizes the non-unique part.
TF-IDF based metric. Let c denote child nodes, p denote parent nodes in the hierarchical indexing structure and N p denote the total number of parent type nodes in the database. Let f c i , F c i and Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for hierarchical matching algorithm 1: procedure MatchBinary(binary) 2: f eatures ← ElfParser(binary) 3: repos ← ∅
4:
while sizeo f ( f eatures) > 0 do 5: parents ← GetParentsFromDB( f eatures) 6: for p ∈ parents do 7: if IsMatchingRepo(p) then 8: repos.add (p) f eatures.add (p) 25: versions ← SearchVersionDB(repos, f eatures) 26: return repos,versions R c i denote number of matching features, number of total features and number of matching parent nodes (references) of the i-th child node, respectively. We then define log N p 1+Rc i as IDF of the i-th child, measuring its importance to the parent node. Finally, we weigh each child using their IDF and define the weighted matching ratio as NormScore in Equation 1.
When matching against the indexing table, we first query features to get files, then query files to get dirs, and so on. After every round of query, we use NormScore to assign higher weights to unique parts of a parent node and filter these parent nodes for next round of query based on NormScore. With this normalization score, when we search binary of LibPNG, we can achieve a close to 1.0 score, but when we move up from LibPNG to 3rdparty in OpenCV, the score significantly drops, and we can conclude a matching of LibPNG. Additionally, we also track total number of matched features, denoted as CumScore, to complement NormScore, since the latter only tracks matched ratio, whereas the former shows matched count. With the rich information extracted in indexing phase and the defined metrics, we apply the following matching rules to filter out false positives:
• Skip dirs that have license, since they are likely to be thirdparty OSS Clones.
• Skip source files that matches low ratio of functions or header files that matches low ratio of features, since they are likely to be tests, examples or unused code (e.g. partial builds). • Skip popular files/dirs by checking whether they are much more popular than the siblings, where popularity refers to number of matching parent nodes for each node (R c i ).
Validator
Based on the detected OSS, we then compare the features from the app binary with the unique features across OSS versions to identify the matched OSS version. However, in practice, we find that unique features may cross match. For example, version string "2.0.0" from OkHTTP may match the version "2.0.0" of MoPub, while the actual matched version of MoPub is "3.0.0". To address this issue, we leverage co-location information preserved in the binary and indexing table (bi-directional mapping between n and f ), and considers a unique feature as valid if all the other features in the same file/class also matches.
ARCHITECTURE
OSSPolice is written mostly in Python. This allows us to reuse existing production-quality tools within the language ecosystem. In particular, we use Celery [18] job scheduler for distributing work to multiple servers, Scrapy [75] for efficient crawling of OSS repos, and Redis distributed key-value cluster [70] for storing and querying indexing result. OSSCollector. Our OSSCollector module is responsible for crawling multiple OSS hosting web services and downloading source repos or Java artifacts. We use Scrapy [75] web crawling framework. OSSCollector currently can only collect OSS from popular C/C++ source code hosting webservices, such as GitHub [34] and commonly used centralized webservices for distributing Java bytecode (artifacts), such as Maven [83] and JCenter [14] . However, due to an extensible design of OSSCollector, support for other hosting services, such as Bitbucket [6] , SourceForge [78] , and Sonatype [77] can be easily added.
When a new repo is discovered, OSSCollector first collects its metadata, such as software name, unique repo identifier, repo size, its popularity, programming languages used, number of lines of code, and details of available release versions (e.g., version identifier, software license, date created, etc.). Collected metadata is passed through additional filters to evaluate if an OSS repo should be downloaded for indexing. Based on the metadata filters, OSSCollector either skips the repo or downloads it and notifies Indexer to start processing it. Our current prototype deploys filters based on 8 Session J3: Problematic Patches CCS'17, October 30-November 3, 2017, Dallas, TX, USA three constraints: OSS popularity, license type, and vulnerability score.
We use Fossology [31] , an open-source tool from HP, to extract and identify software licenses of OSS repos by examining licenselike files in root directory of GitHub repos and project description file, namely pom.xml for Java artifacts. OSSCollector currently works only with GPL/AGPL OSS sources.
OSSCollector also collects vulnerability information for each OSS by transforming the software names into Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) format [20] and querying cve-search [58] to get a detailed list of all related Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) vulnerabilities, including CVE id, its description, Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) score, affected versions, etc. OSSCollector further filters out CVEs based on their CVSS score and only retains CVEs with CVSS score higher than 4.0, which we refer to as Severe CVEs. This is done to limit the focus of this study to only detecting the use of OSS versions that are affected with critical vulnerabilities.
OSSCollector only downloads software that is either popular or is being used by at least one FDroid [29] app, which makes our evaluation dataset (described in §5). Each GitHub repo is attributed with stargazers count and fork count, indicating approximated number of users interested in it and number of times its copy has been created, respectively. We use these attributes to determine popularity of a GitHub repo. In particular, we downloaded Github repos with more than 100 stargazers to form our C/C++ OSS Collection (OSS C /C++ ), which consisted of 3,119 repos and 60,450 OSS versions. Popularity information, however, is not available from Maven and is available only for a few Java artifacts from JCenter in the form of total number of downloads. This is because JCenter OSS developers may optionally choose to hide the download statistics 1 . Therefore, while compiling a list of popular Java software, we included additional sources, such as MvnRepository [64] AppBrain [4] , and Android Studio [35] . We narrowed down to Java software artifacts that received more than 5K downloads, resulting in our Java OSS Collection (OSS J ava ) with 4,777 artifacts and 77,308 artifact versions.
Of OSS C /C++ , 896 repos were GPL/AGPL-licensed and 347 were vulnerable with 5,611 severe CVEs, whereas of OSS J ava , 110 repos were GPL/AGPL-licensed and 83 were vulnerable with 452 severe CVE ids. The two datasets were used for evaluating the OSSPolice as well as reporting findings on Google Play Store apps.
AppCollector. It is responsible for crawling appstores and downloading app packages (apks) and their metadata, such as developer information, download count, and app description. Our current prototype only supports Google Play Store and borrows techniques from PlayDrone [87] . We used AppCollector to download 1.6M free Android mobile apps from Google Play Store in Dec, 2016.
Indexer. It extracts birthmark features from C/C++ source and Java jar/aar files in OSS repos to create an indexing database for efficient lookup. For feature extraction from C/C++ OSS, we use a Clang-based fuzzy parser to parses all source files (including headers). At first, we used a regular expression-based feature extractor. However, it failed to correctly report features in many cases. For instance, it failed to correctly extract strings or functions wrapped in a preprocessing macro.
Our parser retrieves string literals and function names from C/C++ source files. Additionally, it also extracts parameter types, class names, and namespaces for functions while parsing C++ source files since they are preserved in native libraries. Since parsing OSS files may fail due to missing configuration files and external dependencies, we designed the parser to infer the semantic context and insert dummy identifiers for missing data types. Further, we skip function bodies to speed up the parsing process as we use only function names and their arguments. To preserve the hierarchical layout of repos for content deduplication, we separately index source and header files. As a result, we are also able to easily skip common strings and functions defined in standard framework and system include files that tend to dilute matching results because of their popularity across several source repos. However, we do enable all #include directives, to resolve data types defined in header files and correctly identify function names and string literals that are wrapped in preprocessing macros, but are referenced in source files. Conditional preprocessing directives, such as #if and #else branch directives could also be skipped because of default config options. We, therefore, process the code within such directives separately, each forming a conditional group of extracted features Sometimes developers may comment out a certain piece of code within #if 0 or #elif 0, which may be erroneous; we detect and skip such cases. We also skip non-Android and non-arm OS-and arch-specific macros.
For feature extraction from Java OSS, Indexer uses a Soot-based parser [55] for both source code and bytecode, which gives us the flexibility to support various kinds of inputs: jar, dex, apk, and source code. Indexer extracts features described in §3.3, including string constants, normalized classes, and centroids.
Detector. It first extracts the same types of features ( §3.3) as the Indexer from mobile app binaries. We write a custom Python module around pyelftools [12] , to extract strings and exported function names from native libraries, and use the same Soot-based parser to extract string constants, normalized classes and centroids. Detector then queries extracted features against the indexing table built by Indexer to find out a list of matched OSS versions. Detector selectively report these OSS version usage to Validator based on their license and vulnerability annotations. In particular, Detector reports usage of GPL/AGPL-licensed OSS as potential license violations, and usage of OSS version annotated with at least one Severe CVE as vulnerable usage.
Validator. It performs different checks based on the detected OSS versions. In the GPL/AGPL-violation scenario, it uses developer's information from Google Play Store, searches through app description and the developer's website for source code hosting links (e.g. GitHub). If found, it compares the similarity of app binary with the hosted source code to determine if the hosted code matches indeed is a match. If the Validator fails to find hosting links or if 9 Session J3: Problematic Patches CCS'17, October 30-November 3, 2017, Dallas, TX, USA the similarity match fails, it reports the app as a potential violator of GPL/AGPL licensing terms. In case of vulnerable OSS detection, Validator simply retains the OSS versions that matched with unique features, and presents vulnerability details, such as OSS version and CVE ids to the user. If no unique features matched, it simply ranks the detected OSS versions based on their TF-IDF score. However, fine-grained function-level features (e.g., intra-procedural graph) can be extracted from both OSS sources and app binaries to increase the accuracy of version pinpointing at the cost of higher consumption of system resources (CPU, memory, etc.) and increased search time. We leave this for future work.
EVALUATION
In this section, we first present the performance and scalability evaluation results of OSSPolice to show that it can efficiently match millions of app binaries against hundreds of thousands of OSS source repos. We then follow up with the accuracy analysis of OSSPolice using FDroid [29] open-sourced apps (for ground truth) to demonstrate that it can accurately detect OSS versions being used even in the presence of internal code clones, partially built binaries, and fused binaries ( §3.4.1). For comparative analysis, we also report accuracy of BAT [39] and LibScout [7] since they are the state-of-the-art tools for OSS reuse detection, closest to ours.
Performance and Scalability
We deployed OSSPolice on ten servers, each with 16-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2673 v3 @ 2.40GHz, 56GB memory, and 4TB drives.
Indexing. To evaluate the scalability of OSSPolice, we indexed a total of 137,758 OSS repos (60,450 C/C++ and 77,308 Java). We short-listed them because of their high popularity ( §4). While indexing, we empirically set Simhash distance threshold (D) to 5 ( §3.4.3) and number of maximum parent nodes (T N p ) for each child node to 2,000 ( §3.4). We present the change in memory consumption with the number of indexed repos in Figure 4a . As the figure demonstrates, the memory consumption grows sub-linearly due to content deduplication, suggesting that OSSPolice can easily be scaled to index more OSS repos.
At the end of indexing, OSSPolice processed 13 million C/C++ source files and 31 million Java classes, which amounts to more than 2 billion lines of C/C++ source code and 500 million lines of Java bytecode instructions, respectively. The total number of entries (keys) in the Redis database reached around 44 million and 9 million and the database grew to 30GB and 9GB for C/C++ and Java OSS, respectively. The number of entries created for C/C++ indexing table was higher than Java because C/C++ repos are generally larger in size and include auxiliary sources, such as tests, examples, and third party code, whereas Java bytecode files do not contain such auxiliary sources. On average, extracting all types of features described in Table 1 and indexing a source repo take 1,000 and 40 seconds for C/C++ and Java OSS, respectively. For C/C++ OSS, the majority of indexing time is spent in parsing source files for feature extraction. This is because the current implementation of our Clang parser is single-threaded and not optimized to include precompiled headers. Thus, it recompiles common headers for every source file. We expect that parallelizing the parser and adding support for precompiled headers will substantially improve its performance. However, we leave that for future work. In comparison, indexing time of Java OSS first increases and then remains stable because the majority of indexing time is spent on content deduplication, where number of similarity comparisons first grows with number of indexing nodes, but later reaches the limit of maximum parent nodes T N p . Our Soot-based [55] feature extractor is fast because it is multi-threaded and works directly on the precompiled jar packages.
Detection Time. A typical phenomenon in similarity detection schemes is that as the app grows bigger and more complex, the time taken to detect its similarity can increase exponentially, making these schemes unsuitable for handling large and complex apps. To test whether this limitation applies to OSSPolice, we randomly sampled 10,000 Android apps from Google Play Store dataset and queried them against our OSS database. Figure 4b shows the relationship between time taken by OSSPolice to analyze them for OSS reuse and number of features found in the selected app binaries (representative of app complexity). As seen from the plot, there is a linear relationship between the number features and the detection time; 80% of Dalvik binary and native library detection queries finish within 100 and 200 seconds, respectively, thus making OSSPolice suitable for analyzing apps at Google Play Store scale.
Accuracy
In order to evaluate the accuracy of OSSPolice in detecting OSS binary clones in Android apps, one needs a labeled mapping of apps to OSS usage for ground truth. However, no such dataset is publicly available from previous works. Randomly selecting binaries from actual dataset and labeling them for ground truth may include obfuscated and stripped binaries, rendering the labeling process error-prone. We, therefore, decided to use FDroid apps since their source code and binaries are both publicly available. FDroid hosted a total of 4469 apps at the time of collection (Feb, 2017). Of those, 579 apps contained at least one native library. We labeled C/C++ OSS by manually analyzing the source code and subsequently validating their presence in app binaries by collecting informative strings and function names. For instance, LibPNG sources were confirmed by cross-checking whether the function names in the app binaries began with prefix png_. Java OSS labels were generated by parsing the app build scripts, such as Maven pom.xml and Gradle gradle.build files that list app build dependencies. However, the specified build dependencies may further depend on more libraries, making the labels incomplete. For example, MoPub package is known to contain string mopub-intent-ad-report. Therefore, we validated the labels by checking package names and strings in the jars.
We labeled a total of 295 C/C++ OSS uses (56 distinct), denoted as F Droid C /C++ and 7,055 Java OSS uses (279 distinct), denoted as F Droid J ava . We then queried FDroid app binaries against our indexing database from §5.1, and adjusted thresholds representing matched ratio (T N ormScor e ) for NormScore in Equation 1 and feature count (T CumScor e ) for number of features matched to find a sweet spot between precision and recall. Our results indicate that OSSPolice achieves a precison of 82% and a recall of 87% when T N ormScor e = 0.5 and T CumScor e = 50 for C/C++ OSS detection. Similarly, OSSPolice reported a precision of 89% and a recall of 92% when T N ormScor e = 0.7 and T CumScor e = 100 for Java OSS detection. In cases where the target OSS is detected correctly and there were unique features matched, which amounted to 67 C/C++ and 520 Java OSS usage 2 , OSSPolice achieved 82% and 92% version detection accuracy, respectively.
We inspected the results reported by OSSPolice and found that the main cause of false positives is the failure to correctly detect and filter out internal code clones, which may happen if the target OSS sources are not well organized (i.e., dirs containing code clones lack license and other common top-level software development files §3.4.2) and the cloned OSS is not popular in our database (i.e., it is cloned by only a few OSS repos, resulting in a small number of parent nodes). We found that false negatives in OSSPolice are reported only if partial functionality from an OSS is reused with too few features intact.
Comparative Analysis. Here we present a comparison of OSS detection accuracy results with that of BAT [39] and LibScout [7] . To do so, we first used BAT to generate a database of OSS in F Droid C /C++ and LibScout to build library profiles for OSS in F Droid J ava . We queried FDroid apps binaries against BAT and LibScout databases. The results are shown in Table 2 . Compared to BAT, OSSPolice reported more C/C++ OSS at a higher precision. Since BAT does not detect OSS versions, we only report version detection accuracy of OSSPolice in Table 2 . To understand why OSSPolice outperforms BAT, we conducted further analysis and found that partially built libraries and internal code clones ( §3.4.1) were the 2 A large portion of labeled Java OSS were android support libraries (e.g. support-v4 and support-v13) whose versions are not distinguishable using features in OSSPolice. main causes for false negatives and false positives, respectively. Partially built libraries contain minimum part of OSS and have few features, making the matching score in BAT lower than the threshold. For example, all 41 uses of JPEG library were missed due to low number of features. Internal code clones cause BAT to match complex repos while only the reused OSS is present. For example, all 13 reported uses of FreeType also included 5 matches against MuPDF because FreeType is internally cloned by MuPDF, resulting in false positives.
Similar to LibScout, OSSPolice achieves comparable OSS precision (P) and version precision (VP'), but reports more number of OSS being used (R) and can detect more OSS versions (VM). We investigated the differences between OSSPolice and LibScout results and found that the main cause for false negatives of both system is unused code removal ( §3.4.1). Nonetheless, OSSPolice outperformed LibScout. It is, however, worth noting that while LibScout uses only normalized classes to identified Java software reuse, we use two types of features, namely strings and normalized classes. Thus, compared to LibScout, OSSPolice works with a larger set of features, which is more indicative of OSS uses. For version pinpointing, LibScout reports OSS versions for both complete and incomplete profile matches. The versions returned in incomplete profile matches were mostly inaccurate and unfit for comparison. Hence, we only focus on results for complete profile matches (VM) in Table 2 . OSSPolice pinpoints more OSS versions for two reasons: (1) OSSPolice extracts more features and can track uniqueness of more OSS versions. For example, some versions of Facebook and OkHttp can only be distinguished using version strings. (2) Version pinpointing in LibScout cannot handle unused code removal because no unique profile, which is defined as hash of Java package tree, will match in this case, since the package tree changes due of code removal. OSSPolice reports some false positives in version pinpointing as a result of cross matching of unique features (i.e. app with PrettyTime and Joda-time binaries may falsely report PrettyTime version using features from Joda-time).
FINDINGS
We used OSSPolice to conduct a large-scale OSS usage analysis in Google Play Store apps. This section presents our findings. In particular, we seek answers to the following questions.
• Table 5 : Software license distribution in Java-and native-based OSS Table 3 and Table 4 list the top 10 detected usage of Java excluding Android and Google OSS (group id prefixed with com.android, com.google) and C/C++ OSS in Android apps, respectively. Our findings show that OSS usage distribution in Android apps is longtailed; only a few OSS repos are very commonly used and a large number of OSS repos are used by only a few apps. Table 3 shows that various types of Java OSS are used, ranging from Utils to Social, while Table 4 shows that native OSS are mainly used for Codec and Game. In addition, we find that some high usage OSS is due to frequent indirect use. This means that the app developer will be building a library that he is not aware of the full dependency, and may lead him into legal issues or security harzards. For example, in Table 4 , LibPNG is reused internally by Cocos2d.
OSS Use in Mobile Apps
Software Licenses in OSS
We first analyzed the popularity of different software licenses in Java-and native-based OSS projects. The license popularity result on 3K C/C++ and 5K Java OSS is shown in Table 5 .
Consistent with previous research findings [86] , the most popular software license for Java-based OSS is Apache license mostly due to the license choice of the Java programming platform and Android, which fall under this license. In comparison, most commonly used software licenses for C/C++ OSS are GPL and MIT. Therefore, Javabased OSS tend to be more permissive than C/C++ OSS. 
License Violations
As discussed in §5.2, we believe that a similarity score of 0.5 or higher with more than 50 matching features would generate a very few false positives while detecting the presence of a C/C++ OSS component in an Android app. Similarly, a score of 0.7 or higher with more than 100 matching features would generate a very few false positives while detecting the presence of a Java OSS component. However, given that GPL/AGPL license violation is a strong claim that could result in severe legal consequences, we chose to be conservative and adjusted the similarity threshold for NormScore ( §3. Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively.
Similar to the distribution of OSS usage per app, the distribution of OSS under GPL and AGPL licenses is long-tailed, with only a few OSS being used in many apps; whereas a large number of OSS see only one or two violating apps. In terms of GPL/AGPL-licensed OSS usage in apps, the maximum we saw is 1,325 iTextPDF for Java OSS and 34,055 MuPDF for C/C++ OSS, both are PDF related libraries. To understand why developers are using these libraries, we collect popular PDF libraries that support both rendering and editing over the Internet and found that most of them were either GPL/AGPL licensed or not free. In particular, the top two PDF libraries listed in [84] , RadaeePDF SDK and PDFNet SDK both paid PDF rendering/editing engines. Therefore, our findings suggest that app developers use these iTextPDF and MuPDF due to lack of free alternatives. 
OSS
Awareness of OSS licensing issues. From the results reported by
Validator, it is difficult to draw conclusions whether developers are violating OSS licensing terms, nor can we tell whether they are infringing intentionally or inadvertently because developers may display link to source code within their app or on random websites. We notice that GPL/AGPL requires that if one distributes derivative works of GPL/AGPL-licensed software, then they must provide the source code upon request. Therefore, for further insights, we randomly emailed 10 developers of the apps we found to have violated GPL/AGPL licensing terms and requested access to their source code. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, none of them provided their code. One of these developer, however, had claimed in the description on Google Play Store that their app is licensed under GPL: 3 Weird Voice is based on CSipSimple and is licensed under GNU GPL v3. More information in the app.
Nonetheless, when we emailed them for access to their code, the response received redirected us to a GitHub page of another app that they claimed to be "99%" similar and refused to release the sources of their own app. From these cases, we can see that people are not aware of the specific requirements of the GPL/AGPL license, and currently there is no appropriate way to enforce GPL/AGPL compliance.
Vulnerable OSS Versions
In order to report vulnerable OSS version usage results, we retain a subset of the detected results with at least one unique feature matched, which is shown to have reasonable precision in version pinpointing in §5.2. Since Google has launched an App Security Improvement program (ASIP) [41] to help developers improve the security of their apps by checking vulnerable code usage, we classify detected OSS versions as vulnerable based on ASIP description, if the OSS is also listed by ASIP (e.g., LibPNG). For an OSS not listed by ASIP, we classify its version as vulnerable if it is tagged with at least one Severe CVE (defined as CVSS score greater than 4.0 in §4). We present six C/C++ OSS and four Java OSS with most vulnerabilities in Table 8 . Of those, LibPNG, OpenSSL and MoPub are also tracked by ASIP. As shown in Table 8 , the number of apps that use vulnerable versions of LibPNG and OkHttp amounts to more than 40K and 39K, respectively. To understand their impact on users, we further break down these apps by the number of downloads. Our findings indicate that 20% of these apps have received over 10K downloads.
From Language column in Table 8 , we can see that there are more vulnerable C/C++ OSS uses than Java, despite the fact that Java OSS are popular as in Table 3 . This is because most Java OSS are not tagged with Server CVE ids.
Despite their measures towards security of apps, we found more than 40K, 27K, and 2K vulnerable uses of OSS that are tracked by ASIP, namely LibPNG, OpenSSL and MoPub, respectively.
# ASIP Misses further shows number of apps that were only detected by OSSPolice as vulnerable, but were not tracked by ASIP. These numbers were obtained based on ASIP claim that Google Play Store would ban future app updates if the developers do not fix vulnerable OSS usage in their apps after the deadline, which was set as Sep 17, 2016 for LibPNG and Jul 11, 2016 for OpenSSL and MoPub. We assume that Google Play Store enforced the claimed policy and simply report the number of apps (downloaded in Dec, 2016) that were still flagged as vulnerable by OSSPolice and were updated after their respective ASIP deadlines. # ASIP Misses in Table 8 shows that ASIP missed at least 1,244 LibPNG and 4,919 OpenSSL cases compared to OSSPolice. For MoPub, no flagged apps were updated after the specified deadline. For further validation, we contacted Google by sending them a comprehensive list of vulnerable apps, including the ones missed by ASIP. Unfortunately, by the time of this writing we did not receive a response from them on it. Awareness of Vulnerable OSS uses. To understand how quickly and how frequently app developers adopt the patched OSS versions, and what makes them update their apps with these patched OSS versions, we conduct a longitudinal study of OSS usage by app developers. We selected top 10K apps from Google Play Store, downloaded their past versions. A total of 300K app versions were analyzed with OSSPolice to report all cases of vulnerable OSS usage. To get insight into the attitude of app developers towards vulnerable OSS usage, in particular, whether ASIP policy enforcement can make them update their apps regularly, we selected two OSS (OpenSSL and MoPub) that were reported by ASIP and two (FFmpeg and OkHttp) that were only reported by OSSPolice as vulnerable and carried out a comparison. The results are shown in Figure 5 . For FFmpeg and OkHttp, both patched and vulnerable usage increased over time. In comparison, usage of vulnerable versions of OpenSSL and MoPub kept increasing until ASIP notification date (i.e., when the app developers received emails from ASIP, apprising them of vulnerable OSS usage in their apps), but quickly drops after that. Such a pattern indicates that app developers slowly adopt patched OSS versions and even use old and vulnerable OSS in updated app versions or newly developed apps. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that ASIP can help developers identify security issues with their apps and force them to regularly update their apps to use patched OSS versions.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the limitations of OSSPolice, potential solutions, and future research directions.
License Compliance. OSSPolice focuses only on the technical aspects of license compliance engineering, such as OSS reuse detection, checking for a license copy in app installation package, and validating hosted source code. Therefore, only statistical evidence indicating potential license violation is reported to further help the app developers quickly identify true violations, but no concrete proof or legal conclusions are derived from the collected evidence. The reasons for this design choice are manyfold. First, several OSS are available under a dual license. Therefore, an app containing the OSS could be a case of legitimate use. Second, OSSPolice may fail to correctly detect source weblinks for an app because the current design only inspects app description and corresponding developer website for weblinks pointing to popular source code hosting services, such as GitHub and Bitbucket, as an indicator of open-sourcing. Furthermore, app developers may also choose to generate source code links dynamically in the app or simply host outside the checked open-source links.
App Obfuscation and Optimization. OSSPolice is designed to be resilient against simple and common app obfuscation techniques, such as identifier renaming in Java classes. However, advanced obfuscation may alter or even destroy features in app binaries. For example, string encryption will render all string constants in a binary ineffective for similarity comparison. Nevertheless, such techniques are generally used by malware writers to evade detection and are not common for benign apps because of their additional runtime overhead (e.g., encryption/decryption). However, should this become a problem, advanced obfuscation-resilient similarity detection mechanisms, such as data-dependence [25] or programdependence [26] graph comparison can be used at the cost of higher consumption of system resources (CPU, memory, etc.) and search time.
To optimize their apps for size and faster loading, app developers may further remove unused OSS code or hide functions in native libraries, thereby reducing the size of the symbol table. OSSPolice may either fail to detect OSS in such libraries or report inaccurate results because of lack of enough syntactical features. While we found only 11.6% cases of such libraries ( §3.3), we believe the system accuracy can be improved by augmenting with semantic features, such as control flow [28, 30] at the cost of increased detection time. Version Pinpointing. It is possible that OSS source code might have very minimal changes across two releases. Given no unique features can be used to distinguish these versions, OSSPolice will return a sorted list of matched versions based on NormScore ( §3.4.4). We believe that OSSPolice has achieved reasonable coverage because 83% of C/C++ and 41% of Java OSS versions can be uniquely identified using current features in OSSPolice. However, should this becomes an issue, OSSPolice can be plugged in to use finegrained function-level features (e.g., intra-procedural graph) to further distinguish these versions.
More Programming Languages. OSSPolice currently supports only Java and C/C++-based OSS repos and app binaries because of their popularity. However, we are also aware that mobile apps nowadays use a more diverse set of programming languages. For example, apps built by PhoneGap [40] and Corona [24] tend to rely on many JavaScript and Lua libraries. We leave the support for these programming languages for future work.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented OSSPolice, the first large-scale tool for mobile app developers to identify potential open-source license violations and 1-day security risks in their apps. OSSPolice taps into the structured and modularized layout of OSS sources and introduces hierarchical indexing scheme to achieve high efficiency and accuracy in comparing app binaries with hundreds of thousands of OSS sources (billions of lines of code). We applied OSSPolice to analyze 1.6M free Google Play Store apps and found that over 40K apps potentially violated GPL/AGPL licensing terms, and over 100K apps use known vulnerable versions of OSS. OSSPolice can also be deployed by app stores, such as Google Play Store to check and notify app developers of potential licensing issues and security risks in their apps and enforce policies. Source code of OSSPolice is available on GitHub (https://github.com/lingfennan/osspolice).
